Here within this document the stud owner shall be identified as the breeder and the bitch owner shall be
identified as the owner.
The breeder/owner does not guarantee size, stature, conformation, color, or fertility of puppies. There are
many things that play into size and or fertility such as nutrition, exercise, keeping the puppy parasite free,
etc.

Breeder and Owner
Owner agree to the Studding terms as listed below:
Breeder will take first pick of the litter in lieu of payment for the stud service.
Breeder will receive a payment of $________________ from owner for the stud fee.
Breeder will take first pick of the litter and breeder will receive a payment of $________________
from owner for the stud fee.
Breeder will receive a payment of $________________ from owner for the stud fee and breeder will
be given one puppy back (pick number:_____) as well in the event that the litter is larger than 9 live
puppies.
Half of the stud fee is due upon the time of breeding; the remaining balance will be due upon
the birth of the litter before registration will be given unless otherwise agreed upon. If another
arrangement is to be made, please disclose below:

Breeder cannot guarantee that a pregnancy will take. There are many factors involved between both dogs for
proper breeding to take place. Breeder would prefer to have the bitch dog on property for 3 to 4 days from
day 10 or 11 of the bitch’s heat cycle forward. Breeder agrees that the owner’s bitch will be treated properly
and as family. She will be kept separate from the rest of the pack for the duration of her stay and will be
exposed for tie 3 to 5 times during her stay. All breedings will be witnessed by breeder and documented for
the owner.
If for any reason the breeding does not take and the bitch does not become pregnant; the owner will have
their choice of either a repeat breeding once the bitch comes back into heat or a refund of the stud service fee
if paid in advance.
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Closing Terms
This contract constitutes the full agreement between breeder and owner. It shall be governed in the state of
Wisconsin and in the county of Waupaca if any legal action must be brought, any costs incurred to breeder or
owner having to go into court will be due the other party immediately, plus any fines for breach of contract
listed in contract.
If either party is to breach the terms of this agreement as previously agreed upon, then the party who is at
fault for the breach will be responsible for all costs associated due to that breach. Including, but not limited to
the loss related to a litter of puppies that cannot be registered due to the breech of contract.
Breeder Name (Printed):______________________________________________________
Breeder Phone:______________________________________________________________
Breeder Signature:___________________________________________________________

Owner Name (Printed):________________________________________________________
Owner Phone: _______________________________________________________________
Owner Signature:_____________________________________________________________
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